Fall

Alumni Glen Breeze

Circa 1957. Teepee camping “back in the day!” Where was this flat spot?

Greetings from Ken & Nancy
Happy Autumn!
The theme for the 2011 summer was “Inspiration.” This Native symbol for spirit means
to breathe in, fly above the ordinary. The eagle was our artistic emblem, with feathers
presented to individual for outstanding service or exemplary leadership. The values our
staff wished to emulate were re-appraised each session and the channels for inspiration
were highlighted. The list included: Optimism, Creativity, Compassion, Ceremony,
History, Loyalty, Tradition, Courage, Faith, and on and on. Feathers were presented all
summer as symbols of inspiration in deeds, and in acts that promoted this theme and
raised the standard of care and behavior and keep our collective thought higher than
the myriad cares and worries of each day. In this edition of the Alum Glen Breeze, we
have included the 2-page flyer that goes out to each family that registers their camper.
And registration has begun, and once again, demand appears to be high!
Autumn in the Rockies is always a treat, which is just about ready to turn into winter,
as we’ve seen the ground covered a few times with the wet and cold stuff! This follows
an unusual summer for weather. Drought and fire danger conditions in the spring gave
way to a heavy, wet snow 24 hours later. As the summer proceeded, rare thunderstorms doused our early fears for forest fires but kept us alert for lightning strikes.
Several times we had downpour rain that was rare in its ferocity!
Creative staff
responded to rainy doldrums with inventive games so that bored campers couldn’t
remain in a state of ennui too long. Many of our long-time veteran teens even relished
the gray clouds giving them more time for deep and penetrating Knighthood talks.
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2011

Our Myths & Magic session once again welcomed 165
eager, wide-eyed ragamuffins who sped through crafts, barn,
BBs, archery, tea parties, sports, fort building, stories, and
sliding into our great swimming hole. These darling tots were
immersed into a magical atmosphere of pretend and
imagination. Jaws were agape at our Hogworts feast,
especially impressed by our headmaster, Albus Dumbledore
(aka, a white, bewhiskered Ken)!
American Heritage set an enrollment record we believe:
a whopping 236! We were introduced to a new mountain
man during Rendezvous. “Old Badger” wore badger-claw
earrings and a bear-tooth necklace set in silver with chunk
turquoise. He showed off antique traps, rifles, swords,
knives, hatchets, and relics from his Possible’s bag. The
black powder gun and noise was, of course, the campers’
favorite!
Rendezvous always includes flapjack eating
contest, root beer floats in our Marathon “saloon,” kissing
booths, and trading. There’s bartering only for juniors and
middlers. What a frenzy these young capitalists create trying
to hedge out the best deal with only two poker chips and one
playing card! Today’s Pow Wow ceremony is portrayed on
Thursday evening (Vespers service) and then the traditional
event the last night of the session.
The Knighthood sessions is when those thunderstorms
really got rolling! The crazy weather played havoc with our
program and kept our two nurses, Riekje, and Meg, bustling
and handing out cases of cough drops! The four consequential outdoor evening programs made it through OK, under
sullen skies that held on to raindrops till the end: Merlin’s
Masque Vespers, both Inductions, and the Sword Soliloquy
were stupendous in their Council Ring venue. Avalon
(Knighthood II) was a scary event with continuous flashing
bolts illuminating the sky as we scurried into the tight
quarters of Marathon to keep dry and safe. The Pageant day
was it traditional glorious event as banners, minstrels,
robbers, jesters, jousters, knights, ladies, and hags paraded
through the day! As always our procession was led by King
Arthur Matt Lederer, (Denver, CO), and his lovely Queen
Guenevere, Carlee Flynn, (Napa, CA).
World Friendship is ever the
serendipity session – as fresh
ideas seem to bloom for this
most untraditional of weeks.
This year the Geneva Glen
Peace Prize was awarded to
Annie Ross Yetter, and Diane
Gilmore Ross’ granddaughter,
Kathryn Yetter, of St. Paul,
MN, and Emily Lederer of
Denver both long-time veterans
(and pacifists!) and they were so deserving. The candlelight
ceremony, peace pole, the Chautauqua seven-course
progressive repast, and Olympic rivalry dominate most of our
late summer session.
At the 2011 National American Camp Association Conference we attended, the emphasis was on free play. It truly
impressed us. Some of the benefits for free play are that
kids get to make their own rules, settle their own arguments,
create cooperative scenarios, and moderate their own
behavior.
The society for children is so massively programmed, we’re just heartened to see how salutary it still
can be just being “a kid!”
Enjoy the Fall Breeze, and don’t forget—history is about to
be made again next Labor Day weekend (Aug 31—Sep 3,

2012) as we host Family Camp, the GG alumni reunion,
and 90th birthday of Geneva Glen!
There is no end to the gratitude we feel each year as we
see these registration cards pour in, knowing how
important being at Geneva Glen is to hundreds of children.
And today, fully one-third of all of our campers, AND our
staff are progeny of GG alumni!
Have a great autumn, enjoy all the wonderful news about
your favorite camp (!), and
we’ll look forward to
seeing many of you on
registration Sunday’s, and
then hopefully many of
you back at the Glen next
next September for GG’s
90th birthday!

From the Mailbox
News of alums . . .
50s / 60s
DOUG TALMAGE (55-59) enjoyed his pop-in from
nearby Boulder.
He has good memories of the
ANCEL’S, CHAFIC, and of course the Gil’s!
ROB REEVES spanned two decades as he recollects
attending from 58 to 68. He’s an Arvada resident now,
but recalls volunteering for Cowboys and Indians, now
known as American Heritage, when it was a four-week
program. He re-found GG through a California brother
who Googled a satellite picture of Indian Hills. Rob
recognized that photo immediately! He remembers
playing Galahad in the Knighthood Pageant!
NANCY PARKS BROOKS sent an update from
Glenwood Springs, Colorado. Nancy came in the 60s
from Texas with sisters LOU (GORSKI) and HOLLACE
(VAUGHAN). She’s looking forward to our next big
reunion and hoping more folks from her decade will join
her for the 90th!

80s
We were glad when CHRIS BRYSON brought his sister
DANA by for a visit. Chris was picking up his two
daughters, Samantha and Elizabeth, from World
Friendship. Dana has one little boy and now lives in
Denver. She seemed determined to bring back some of
her own GG pals for our 90th celebration. Sometimes all
it takes to bring back old GG folks into the fold is a call
from a good friend.
Keep that in mind LAURA
HENDERSON, JASON CAREY, CHRIS KLEIN, etc.
etc.!
As a matter of fact, when we saw Jason recently, he
mentioned that Dana had been in touch with him. Jason
is a producer form Animal Planet, living in Washington
D.C.
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Great to see JEFF ALLEN (84-84)
smiling in the council ring again. He
visited in July from beautiful
Bremerton, WA. He was full of joyful
nostalgia as he wandered around his
old haunts here at the Glen. And
speaking of haunts, he also had time
to spend with some of his other camp
cronies while on his trip down
memory lane. Jeff had lived on boys
hill as a counselor, but ended up in
Cabin 1 as our program director.

found that profession since he always
could eloquently talk his way out of
any and all of his adolescent jams.
He promised to keep in touch, right,
Albz?
AMY KENNEDY was caught peeking
over the council ring again at check
out with best friend and travel
companion KATIE CONWAY NIXON!
They always get a bit misty-eyed
when they hear Geneva We Love
You sung in fellowship circle. Both
of Katie’s daughters have taken to
camp and will be around for a long
time!

90s

A fun treat to have TED DENSON
introduce us to Carol, his bride of
recent years, and her to camp during
a beautiful autumn day. They came
for a memory saunter in October.
While in Colorado, Ted made an
appearance at Comedy Works in
Denver, and one more private gig.
He impressed his wife with all the
stories, along with the improvements
and changes at the Glen; things he
had never seen, like the “Place of the
Healing Feather” health center, the
refurbished chapel, and the four new
cabins on girls hill. Here’s Ted and
Ken showing the trademark “secret
handshake” from his comedy act!
We appreciate ELLEN ZWEIG
ROSSIER bringing us a surprise
during check-out of KHII for Chloe
and Suzanna, as she pulled her
brother ALBY out of her magical hat!
That rascal brother of hers is a lawyer
practicing in Denver. It’s fitting he

very busy with her arts and crafts,
which
you
can
find
at
www.triesteprusso.com Thanks for
my bluebirds, I love them!

PETE
LAFLEUR
ambassador’d
MARGOT
FAHNESTOCK
(San
Francisco), and LAJLA KIRSCHENBAUM ROWE in early October. Pete
showed off some of the new buildings
such as the Health Center and Rifle
Range and both were impressed with
the refurbished chapel. Margot was
Program Director and Administrative
Assistant in the late 90s and said
she’s looking forward to the 90th
reunion! Lajla expects to try Myths
with her little girl, Nora, next summer.
We’re sorry to have missed seeing
you two, but soon!
We are not saying “goodbye” to our
stalwart pal, PETE LAFLEUR, but
more like repeating a verse from a
nursery rhyme:
The man who wore five-hundred hats,
He balanced them on his noggin.
Chapeux’s, turban’s, high-silk’s, and
Stetson’s,
And even one just for joggin’.
Each cap implied a different job,
Sportswear, photos, or makin’ a verse.
Ol’ Pete’s sharp memory was flawless,
Though his hoarding sure was a curse!
Pete is no longer is ensconced at the
Glen, however his new pursuit will
allow him to stay involved in Alumni
activities, and we’re glad that’s he’s
still close by!
It was a special treat to see TRIESTE
PALMER PRUSSO with her dear little
mountain brood. She brought her
seven year old, Derek, for Myths and
Magic. Trieste is now back in Utah
after a California adventure for a few
years. She pretty much promised us
that she and Jeremy and the kids will
be here for the 90th. Trieste keeps
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We keep in touch with Lee Ann and
Kevin Meyer from time to time, but
their recent note reminds us of how
quickly time flies when you’re fulltime taking care of little kids! Lee
writes: “In September, Levi turned 3
and on November 4th, Lucy &
Georgia had their 1st birthdays can't believe it has been a year.”

2000s
MIKE CHRISTIANSEN, of Ann
Arbor, MI, waxed nostalgic about his
introduction to GG through KEVIN
SCHADT. He was reminded how
much he loved the staff, the kids,
and the crazy program, and how it
beat all his expectations for that
summer. JOE ANDERSON hosted
Mike during his visit, and they got a
kick out of seeing the Winter
Workshop teens being …teens!
Email from DREW STEVENS gave
us an update on his rich and full
life: Eleanor arrived in March, a
house two days later, been busy
restoring the house, moving, playing,
working, riding bikes, peeking-andbooing, base and soccer balling,
hiking, camping, swimming... Emily
is in her third year as an oncology
nurse and Drew loves designing
camera lenses at Lensbaby.”
We hope to see them during a
planned visit in March!
Don’t hesitate to send us news on
you and your life, or else, who
knows, we may make it up!

Seeding the Future
It’s always a pleasure to look up and
recognize faces from decades past. In
Knighthood II alone, I could have seen
more than ninety of these faces! At
our introductory council ring, we
asked for our alum progeny to stand
and be recognized, and it was thrilling
to see such a large group of loyal kids.
(see photo) Here’s a roster of the
Golden Hearts alone:
SEAN KIDSTON’S bruiser Riley was a
dorm mate with Cooper Lee, RAE
YERKEY’S youngest, and Teddy
HUMMEL, the freckled junior from
ANDY’S family (thanks go to wife Mary
Frances, who participated in our
Parent Panel for staff orientation) …
Little Jake Gent was part of this group,
youngest son of AMY BALLIET JENT
of Texas … Another “Heart,” Walker
Johnson, of Denver, is CHRISTINA
DUNCAN JOHNSON’S lad … The
Lady Hearts in Knighthood II were
Riley Estes, DALE ESTES’s daughter,
from Georgia … Lily Clark, quite a little
character belonging
to
BECKY
PENBERTHY CLARK, of Houston
(ask her about the moths she saved in
drawers!) … One more Lily, Urban, the
last of three granddaughters who live
in Evergreen and come related to
grandpa TIM URBAN of Des Moines,
IA … Another fun moppet is Avery
LANKFORD, ANDERS’ daughter and
the grandchild of LARRY LANKFORD
(and an exact ringer of Sarah
Barrett!) … Finishing up this line-up
is Waverly Reeves, daughter of ZACH
REEVES.
Now let’s check out the junior progeny
of Knighthood ONE Golden Hearts:
Cate WOOLLEY, STEVE’S daughter,
now living in Switzerland and
granddaughter to JEAN WOOLLEY
from Wisconsin … Cassie Dugdale,
one of HEATHER HUNT’S three gals,
from San Diego … Maddox Boston,
with a niece connection to JED
SCHUETZE and PIPER POWELSON
… The next little doll is Aaleyah
Heringer, the middle daughter of
JESSICA PAJON (HERINGER) from
Bellevue, WA … But the boys of
Knighthood I Hilltop beat all the
records for number of progeny all
summer! Sam Kanewske, a Texas
blonde of MEGAN ELKJER’S …
Seamus Cassidy, a delightful apple
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from the PETE CASSIDY family tree … Clayton Baldwin, a junior who sings
on tune, probably because mom is BETH MCDOWELL BALDWIN! … Jacob
Sampson,
a
double-legacy
of
MATT
SAMPSON, and ERIN LONG’S lineage … Colin
Clarke, of Wyoming, son of Jason Clarke, and
nephew to COURTNEY CLARKE MCKNIGHT
… Cedric Orton-Urbina, the youngest issue of
DEB ORTON … Nathaniel and John Cunningham, adorable twins of SARAH TERRILL …
and lastly, Rory Austin, that Montana cutie of
CHRISTINE LEWIS AUSTIN, and Grandson of
JUDY GRUENWALD. Nine out of eleven junior

boys, all progeny! Quite a rich batch of future leaders seeding the Glen!

The Bell Commemorative
WHEN
THE LODGE BURNED the
first Monday of camp in
1973, one of the few
physical things that was
rescued was our beloved
bell that rang out faithfully
for some 50 years from the
lodge belfry. In 1978 it
was re-mounted next to the
Gilmore Chapel.
Bob
Duvall led the dedication
ceremony and Lady Iris
attended.

Over the past 30 years flowers, benches, weeds, rock gardens and various
manifestations of landscaping have embellished that area. The supports that
held the 300 pound bell grew weak at one point and were replaced, but this
time the dedication plaque will be magnified somewhat, with hand-carved
symbols and new wording that will read:

“In honor of Iris and Harold Gilmore who devoted their lives to
Geneva Glen as a place where children and youth can recognize
their best selves.”
We are grateful to STEPHEN ANTHONY, our ‘guardian angel’ for the
chapel, for this loving contribution. Whenever you find yourself on Parmalee
Gulch Road, you must stop here and enjoy a moment at this place of “peace
and quiet, beauty and repose…” .
The Memory Wall was created from the
support of ANN BEADLE KIRWIN’S friends
following her passing in July of 2009. This
flagstone and moss-rock structure resides next
to the chapel and will commemorate GG folks
with their names inscribed into the rock. The
full effect if its character will come in the
spring when the lilac bush is in lavender bloom
and the wildflowers accent the surrounding hillock. This wall by no means
reflects only those who have departed. The tangible inscriptions may
represent any alum who feels that consummate connection to the Spirit of the
Glen, knowing their names will endure for many years to come. The first
group of names will include ANN BEADLE KIRWIN, CALLIE KING, MARY AND
SAMMY ARIKI, SUSIE EARLE MAUZY, JANICE ARIKI SCHMIDT. Details will
follow in the next Breeze, and for more information, please contact Nancy.

Engagements

MIKE HINDS, DANA HELLER, BRUCE GALLAGHER, the RUEDEBUSCH’S, DANE HARBAUGH,
PETE MAHAN, JOHNNY DOMENICO, ANNIE
BACHMAN, JOHN ARIGONI, JOEY LAWRENZ,
ERIC HANNA, JEFF CROMWELL, SARA HAZEL,
DAN GOLDHAMER, KARL ONSAGER, ABBY
FOUST, and those sassy classy crew gals, SARAH
BARRETT, CARRIE DAVIS, CLAIRE NORDEEN.

CLAUDIA KIS MADRID sends
the happy news of her up and
coming wedding to her romantic
Canadian caballero in May.
Claudia has been telling us about
this shining knight for a while
now … they will happily reside
in Quebec! Feliz matrimonio!

We heard through the electric grapevine that CASEY
MILLER has set a date with Rebecca Shands. Not too
many details yet, but we wish them all the best. Hope
they don’t object if we try to grab NITZEL at that affair,
and finally get him to finish his community service at
camp!

Announcing the HAZEL/GOLDHAMER engagement!
This betrothal had an almost comic element as a romantic
holiday to the Grand Canyon ended up with Sara being
helicoptered out with a broken leg! But the starry night,
gorgeous scenery and ambience of his proposal lifted her
higher than any helicopter! Another example of GG
alums who were smitten with one another since camper
days. Sara has a long GG family history as her mom and
aunt attended GG, HARRIET and ROBIN GINGERICH,
as well as grandparents ROBERTA AND JOHN
GINGERICH. Dan’s big brother AARON, and twin
sister, LAURA, are thrilled by this union!

LAUREN YOUNG from Kansas, and CHRIS KAMPFE
from Nebraska, tied that proverbial knot this fall with a
glorious autumn ceremony at Chatfield, a foothills farm
owned by Denver Botanic Gardens. It always warms our
hearts when GG folks find one another. Chris found GG
through cousin KATIE CONWAY (NIXON), and they
now he and Lauren live in Golden.

Nuptials

On the Nest

I guess we truly converted our Iowa nurse, PAIGE KACK,
to be a Rocky Mountain sweetheart as she opted to have
her joyful nuptials at Red Rocks Country Club in early
September. Paige’s Colorado presence brought her home
town beau, Brock Bixler, to reside in Colorado as well.
Congrats newlyweds! And Paige just got into grad
school! Now they will be happily ever-after here near
GG!

Some of our alum unions from
the past year are producing
felicitous fruit – as is evidenced
in our “Nest” results:
OWEN AND CORA (WEST)
LOCKE, announced the coming of a little “Locke-ette” in
February! How appropriate that the prophesy is for a
boy… as Owen certainly needs a boy to perpetuate the
delightful havoc that he caused all of us! Besides, he
needs another fishing partner! Cora’s bevy of brothers
will be fantastic uncles!
KEVIN LEE and Sara, his esposa, are expecting their first
addition to the Lee legacy in the Valentine month. Kevin
is making great progress taking on the jitters at his father
role!

From the Nursery—
STEVE and Kristen BROWNSON’S doll,
Caroline, hiked (or rather slept through the hike!) part of
the back 40 between the Apache trail and Black Canyon
in late-August. Her tiny two-week old self (that Steve
said felt like carrying a brick clinker
up the mountain!) was accompanied
by mama, Reid, Ken & Nancy were
along, as we checked out boundary
lines for newly acquired property.
(see article) Steve is a proud papa,
even if his eyes are at half-mast due
to constantly abbreviated night’s
sleep! Little Caroline was pretty

Katie and Ben extend the “streak” of those who passed
through the wedding arch at Pow Wow, walk down the aisle!

The HALE/RICHARDSON nuptials brought many old
camp friends together. This romance began at camp when
KATIE RICHARDSON came to be our nurse in 2004 and
was twitterpated by that young buck, BEN HALE! The
interest was reciprocal, so seven years later they made it
official in a lovely setting overlooking the rich Larkspur
Foothills. Among the GG guest list included the LEE’S,
the LOCKE’S, the CONNER’S, the MCKNIGHT’s,
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much conked out the entire hike!
Steve and Kristin.

Congratulations to

BROOKE PETERSON shared the good news with us that
her baby girl, Allana, was born on Sept. 27th. Brooke has
been great about bringing up fun costumes, and she was
hoping to show off little Allana at our Pumpkin Patch
(given a hiatus this year), but maybe we’ll get to meet her
at our Xmas tree cutting day!
ERIN HELLER MASSEY, and
hubby, Jon, welcomed Aiden Jon
Massy to the family portrait on June
5. Proud grandparents, JON and
NANCY, are delirious as well as
Aunty DANA!
Great excitement at the Glen because
right before going to press, CHRISTA
DIEDERICHS REDFORD and
nervous daddy Darrel, welcomed
Everett Jimmy Redford along with
several Tonka trucks daddy Darrel has
been collecting! . The uber-organized
Christa had Everett exactly on the due
date: Nov. 7, and was even texting us
with registration work from her
hospital bed at 3 a.m., keeping the GG
office running efficiently! Little
Everett will give those three estrogencharged Aunties, Shanna, Nikki, and Kim, a little dose of
needed testosterone, as the first male in the
Diederichs clan in decades!

our kids listen to their siblings more than their parents!?),
so Sami tried the counselor job and truly relished it. We
enjoyed Samantha very much and hope her schedule
allows her to return. Rich, you and you wife have done
something great with these two – it was so good to see
you both during your visit this summer!
Texan’s still savor the Colorado mountains as STEVE
WORDEN did back in 1981. He is a camp guy throughand-through. He directed and worked for various camps
and recreational departments in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area.
The fever caught this year for his son, August. Never a
camper at GG, but Gus took to the programming,
especially Knighthood, hook, line, and sinker! Gus, a
cadet at Texas A&M had quite a different kind of workout
with our campers than what he’s used to! Steve came by
in July, first time since ’81, to see the ol’ place and relive
some great memories.
Many of you from the 80s may remember PETA
HUBBARD, who came to our staff for only one summer
from Jolly Ol’ England! She had no idea what she was
getting in to and was a bit tentative at first before the
magic caught hold for life! Nelli took a different approach,
dove in head first and took no prisoners! Nelli took the
leap to come to the “states” and never expected to enjoy
the GG ride so much! (you know our offspring never give
their parents credit for good advice!) Nelli made tons of
friends and longs to return to “June in the Rockies once
more…” We hope she can bring that British humor back!

KRISTIN SYVERSON COX plans for
Keira Ann, born Nov 14, to be in Everett
Redford’s sister cabin in 2018 or so! The
family is back home now and doing well!

Alum Progeny who were staff this summer
We gain quite a reward when an alum has a first-time
youngster come to GG and they love it. But it’s an
absolute thrill when that progeny comes to us for the first
time a more mature, and discerning staff member, and
even better when they go hog-wild over the Glen! This
would be the case of Adam Gribas, son of LANA FOX
GRIBAS. He wasn’t fully convinced that this summer’s
plan to be a CIT was exactly his “dream job,” but as the
summer commenced, he swung into the pace and
contributed mightily, especially by introducing a new
program: Belagarth! And he has promised to return in
2012!
Another success with first-time staff progeny was RICH
SCHULTE’S daughter, Samantha, aka Sami (Rich’s son,
Drew, came in 2010, and like Sami, we adored him). Her
brother had lauded the Glen experience (so…do we think

P.O. Box 248 Indian Hills, CO 80454
303-697-4621
www.genevaglen.org
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LAND ACQUISITIONS
We’re excited to notify you about our land acquisition of 5
acres on the north line of camp property. This parcel
includes the trail we use to Black Canyon and the bonus
is that it gives us easy and legal access by horseback!
Hats to STEVE BROWNSON, who arranged this transaction, and generously donated his time, his commission,
and his expertise.
Also there is a project in the works to include camp in an
environmental easement near the Shrine. Development
in Indian Hills continues to squeeze our trails and unspoiled environment. So anything we can obtain to keep
a buffer will grow in value each year!

Geneva Glen’s 90th Birthday and Alumni Reunion
Aug. 31 – Sept. 3, 2012
We hope you’ve all received your “Save the Date” post card for the 90th.
We are most grateful that we already have several definite “save-a-cabinfor-our-family” reservations. And even more alums have promised to
round up camp pals for reunions that weekend. There is no place more
conducive to pure joy and back-to-nature relaxation than the Colorado
September climate and most especially, the Glen! We hope you will all
make it a priority to join us and relive those kid memories!
In JANUARY, you will receive more information and details about the weekend, and the picnic. There
are two options, the more preferable is to come for the full weekend – this allows you to truly be bathed in
the GG experience. That would be Friday from 3:00 through Monday at noon. This is a full reunion
package including eight meals and the picnic barbecue on Sunday. Daily activities will include: Trail Rides;
Nature Hikes; Swimming; Crafts; BBs; Rifles; Archery; Ropes Course; Climb Wall; Zip Line; “O Mama;” and
various sports activities: softball, volleyball, horseshoes, tetherball, and even some dragon hunting if you are
brave! The reunion day will start with a gathering in the chapel on Sunday
morning with plenty of singing, and more at council fire that evening. You may
even get to wash your hair in the ditch (for a small donation)!
The SECOND OPTION would be just the picnic and reunion on Sunday
afternoon, and will include a barbecue dinner and numerous opportunities for
reunions among friends who were “work crew in the 80s,” “wranglers through
the ages,” etc. Day’s events will allow for lots of fellowship, a raffle, a silent
auction, other fun games to raise money like “honey-pile prophesies,” and best
of all council fire recollections.
We expect over 400 folks coming to the
birthday celebration. We hope to see you there, for the weekend or at least the
picnic! Keep an eye out for more details!
We Remember…
When the senior girls perform the Funeral
Dance during the Pow Wow ceremony,
symbols from the Ute and Lakota tradition
are used to honor the deceased. One device
is an arrow shot into the west at the setting
sun. It depicts the spirit swiftly following
day’s light into the dusky sky, after the track
of the Sun god. This beautiful tribute is how
we want to recognize several recent
passing’s from the GG family.
FAYE CAREY, mother of CINDY and RAY,
and grandmother to RAE (KIM), and
JASON. This memorial, rich in musical
offerings, brought many GG alums together
from across the country.
LAREA YOUNKMAN’S memorial service was
punctuated with one of Denver’s early snow
storms! Several GG alums paid respect and
honored her tireless, and selfless service to
camp during the 60s, 70s and 80s. She
served on the board of directors, and rescued
camp many times when an R.N. was needed.

She came to camp to train a new nurse on the first day of American
Heritage in 1973, and thus became one of the tireless workers on that
fateful day the lodge burned.
Another long-time GG family felt the sudden loss of SUSIE EARLE
MAUZY. Susie’s great-grandmother, Helen Trott, was a valued
benefactor to camp during the Gilmore years, as well as Susie’s
grandmother, FRANCES ROBINSON, who’s service to camp
included membership on the camp’s board. Susie’s mom, Nan, and
uncle BLAKE, were 50s counselors and Susie grew up at GG to be a
camper, a counselor and camper parent to ten-year-plus campers
REED and IAN MAUZY. The family will pay tribute to her and to
camp memories by scattering her ashes at GG in June.
JANICE ARIKI SCHMIDT passed in early September. Camp friends
from her long service to GG spoke in glowing terms of their memories
of Jan at the barn, during cabin fellowship and through the typical
growing pains of teenagers. PAULA SHUGRUE ROGERS, RON
WILLIAMSON, and MARILYN FLORY HAIN
captured the essence of Jan’s legacy. Her two
children, JASON and JAMIE, both GG veterans,
spoke as well. BOB FLORY, whose true calling
is ministerial, did an extraordinary job of
officiating this service. As usual, he combined
poise, storytelling, ceremonial flair, lightheartedness, and genuine empathy, as he led us all
through the phases of Jan’s life.
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Geneva Glen Alumni Progeny … Knighthood II, 2011
(more than 100 sons/daughters/grandkids of GG alums were campers/staff at the 2011 Knighthood II session)

Geneva Glen 2011 Alum Progeny
(campers; ALL sessions)
These are the 269 alumni progeny campers who
attended Geneva Glen in the summer of 2011:
Hannah Ablin
Stella Addis
Portia Allen
Remy Allen
Alexandra Allen
Cody Allen
Brady Allison
Petra Augustine
Paige Augustine
Kyle Austin
Max Austin
Rory Austin
Ethan Aycock
Nova Badrena
Jesse Badrena
Remi Baere
Jackson Baere
Jason Baird
Kyle Baird
Clayton Baldwin
Kendall Baldwin
Charlie Barrow
Anna Barrow
Helen Becker
Alex Branan
Andrew Branan
Callie Brewster
Annie Brewster
Jessica Brummett
Elizabeth Bryson
Samantha Bryson
Max Bublitz
Madison Burdt
Seamus Cassidy
Madison Castle
Daniel Chase
Annie Christie
Lily Clark
Henry Clark
Katie Clarke
Lauren Clarke
Colin Clarke
Ajia Conklin

Ashlyn Cook
Morgan Crosse
Grant Cruzan
Rachel Cruzan
John Cunningham
Nathaniel Cunningham
Annie Cunningham
Logan Decker
Paxton Decker
Annie Degrood
Paul Destefano
Madison Diederichs
Aiden Donovan
Abigail Dugan
Cassidy Dugdale
Mckenna Dugdale
Blake Duris
Connor Duris
Miles Dwyer
Richard Dyer
Alyssa Elmer
Drew Erkelens
Riley Estes
Caitlin Estes
Sophia Etheridge
Phoebe Fanganello
Shelden Finholm
Sonja Finholm
Jaxon Fischer
Hannah Fischer
William Flynn
Caroline Flynn
Vanessa Gary
Sierge Gay
Hope Giometti
America Gonzalez
Mia Gonzalez
Oliver Graham
Charlie Graham
Frances Graham
Isabelle Graham
Lindsay Grey
Sumner Grey

Wyatt Grice
William Griswold
Molly Grylicki
Lucy Grylicki
Keely Haas
Davis Halsan
Taylor Hantman
Jesse Harpring
Joseph Harpring
Allie Hartner
Jake Hartner
Creede Held
Quinn Henninger
Logan Henninger
Max Henninger
Aaleyah Heringer
Alejandra Heringer
Hadley Hodgson
Victoria Hollihan
Bryce Holmes
Tobin Hoops
Davis Hummel
Gretchen Hummel
Teddy Hummel
Andrew Hummel
Audrey Hummel
Robbie Ippolito
Katie Ippolito
Thomas Jackson
Ben Jackson
Finn Jent
Jake Jent
Walker Johnson
Eric Johnson
Mary Kane
Sam Kanewske
Nelle Kanewske
Alexandria Kehn
Christian Kehn
Alexandria Keyes
Riley Kidston
Benjamin Kiley
Wesley Kingdom
Kristian Kingdom
Mikaela Kirton
Asher Klein
Jackson Klein
Kelly Klein
Levi Klein

Samantha Koeberer
Cole Koeberer
Garrison Koeberer
Tanner Kramlich
Jordan Kramlich
Claudia Lacey
Liam Lacey
Marc Lacroix
Avery Lankford
Orson Lankford
Jack Lawler
Cooper Lees
Taggart Lees
Rachel Leidich
Sarah Leidich
Kayley Lincoln
Keegan Lingk
Lauryn Long
Rose Loyle
Madison Loyle
Derek Mackey
Luca Maffoni
Cameron Martel
Reed Mauzy
Mia McCoy
Caroline McHugh
Gillian McKinney
Garrett McKinney
Curtis McMullen
Wesley McMullen
Ethan Meyer
Logan Meyer
Megan Meyer
Jackson Monas

Caley Moon
Vaughan Mullikin
Drake Mullins
Brendan Murphy
Devon Musselman
Christopher Musselman
Noah Naiman
Siena Nellis
William Newton
Annie Nixon
Emma Nixon
Alison Oksner
Mason Oliva
Morgan Oliva
Cedric Orton-Urbina
Stefan Orton-Urbina
Tristan Orton-Urbina
Arthur Padilla
Michael Parras
David Penberthy
Tyler Piersch
Hannah Podgorski
Jackson Podgorski
Rebecca Pontow
Matthew Pontow
Derek Prusso
Jack Rauch
Kate Rauch
Margeaux Reed
Waverly Reeves
Aspen Reeves
Brett Ritland
Grace Romer

Grace Romero
Perry Romero
Chloe Rossier
Susannah Rossier
Anna Rudmann
Jacob Sampson
Ben Sampson
Mikaila Saucedo
Seth Saucedo
Gretchen
Schooleman
Miles Schooleman
William Schooleman
Weston Schwartz
Hayden Schwartz
Wylie Schwartz
Chloe Sclar
Amelia Sease
Matthew Sease
Zach Service
Sarah Skibby
Elizabeth Smedley
Weller Smith
Jack Smith
Caroline Smits
Ross Snyder
Declan Soane
Wyatt Stelzig
Charlie Stevens
Oliver Sumners
Ruby Sumners
Cristina Thayer
Jackson Thomas
Tanner Thomas

Nicholas Thomas
Derek Thorn
Michael Thorn
Meghan Thornton
Jackson Torgove
Sam Torgove
Kathleen Traylor
Lily Urban
Rachel Urban
Mackenzie Urban
Michael Varveris
Sarah Vick
Morgan Ward
Caroline Ward
Tess Ware
Abbey Wegner
Courtney Wegner
Charlie Westfall
Reed Westnedge
Brittany Wible
Kathryn Wible
John Witwer
Robby Witwer
Eleanor Woodward
Robert Woodward
Amanda Woolley
Henry Woolley
Katherine Woolley
Anna Woolley
Colin Yakely
Kathryn Yetter
George Yetter
Ellen Young
Alex Young

Of the 269 at our junior session, Myths and Magic, 58 were your children!. With all of the alums stocking
this session, our progeny appear to be flourishing for decades to come!
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